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. This invention relates to teletypewriters and
er in which, instead of using separate teletype
bars or other typing devices for each letter or

give good results. Less than this number would

particularly to an improved form of teletypewrit

(2) high operating speed; (3) suitability for use

decrease the legibility of the characters, while
a larger number will give characters with a high
er grade of definition. The printing block, of
course, displaces the type basket and associated
parts used in present day teletypewriters,
The mechanism for selecting the proper dot
positions and energizing them is somewhat more
complicated than the printing block but is
simpler than that used with existing teletype
writers employing type bars or type wheels for

ent type of machines; (4) capability of perform
ing all functions of present types of machines;

forming these selections must be capable of re
ceiving standard line signals, which consist usual

character, the letters or characters are all formed
from a single printing block.
One of the objects of the present invention is
to provide a teletypewriter unit having under
certain conditions the following advantages: (1)
simplified design at a favorable production cost;

s

0

printing. The receiving mechanism for per

in Systems designed for and employing the pres

5

ly of five impulses of the Baudot code for char

20

the receiving mechanism consists of two main

and (5) adaptability to mass production, ,

In order to accomplish these results the tele
typewriter of the present invention is designed
to operate upon the principle of electro-chemical
action upon specially treated paper. It is well
known that by passing an electrical current from

one electrode through suitably prepared paper
to another electrode, a discoloration will occur
at the point. On the paper where the current
passes. By making the circular area of the elec

trode sufficiently small at its point of contact

or switches, and in cooperation with select
ing code bars, determine the character to be

From this it follows that if a number of in

sulated electrodes are grouped together in such a
manner that their ends are all in contact with 30

the paper, various patterns can be produced upon

it by selectively energizing particular combina

portion of the block which is in the position of
contact with the paper is called the "face' and
the Opposite side is referred to as the "terminal
side.' The ends of the wires on the “face' of

35

The dot selector unit consists of a lightweight
made of insulating material. It is
40 cylinder
mounted to be freely rotated on the main shaft
45

ing the electrodes are connected to the terminals

of the block appearing on its terminal side. The
block face is of substantially the same size as
that of the character to be formed on the paper.
Preferably the terminal side of the block may be
made of larger size to facilitate connections to
the terminals projecting from it,

While any desired number of electrodes may be
periment that thirty-six dot forming electrodes

provided in the block it has been found by ex

other of these cams are not selectively operated,
but selectively receive and distribute the received
impulses of each code combination, thereby con

trolling the selection of the character and func
tion determining disks.

the block constitute the electrodes. The elec

trical conductors used in the process of select

printed. Others of these disks are function de
anisms producing the so-called “functions,' such

termining disks and are selected to control mech

as line feed, carriage return, spacing, etc. Still

tions of electrodes. A block of electrodes of this

pended in an insulating plastic medium. That

The interpreting unit may consist of a series

of
cam disks. Certain of these disks are char
acter determining disks controlling selecting keys

thereon.

In its simplest form the printing block may
consist of a large number of fine gauge wires sus

parts, an "interpreting unit" and a "dot selector
unit.' Both of these units are mounted on and
are driven by a main shaft which may in turn
be driven by a synchronous motor,

25

with the paper, a small dot can be produced

type can be used to produce all of the letters of
the alphabet and other characters ordinarily used
in printing telegraphy.

acter determination, preceded by a starting im
pulse and followed by a so-called stopping im
pulse. To enable use of the printer of the pres
ent invention in systems employing this code,

by a Spring wound up by the shaft, so that when
released it completes its rotation at a speed high
er than that of the shaft. Along the surface of
this cylinder in lines parallel to its axis, rows
of commutator bars may be mounted, a row of
bars corresponding to each of the characters to
be printed. For the usual alphabet of twenty
six characters, if both upper case and lower case

SO

characters are to be printed, fifty-two rows of
commutator bars would be required. For punc
tuation marks and other symbols additional rows

of bars may be necessary. A number of wiper
brushes are so arranged that they may make
contact with the rows of commutator bars, one
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wiper corresponding to each of the points or dots
of the printing block. These wipers may be see

lectively operated by making contact with the
live commutator bars in a selected row, and thus
the electrodes of the printing block may be se
lectively activated to print any desired character.
Further features of the invention will be clear
from the following detailed description, when
read in connection with the accompanying draw
ings, in which Figure 1 is a plan view of the re

ceiving mechanism, including the interpreting
unit and dot selector unit; Fig. 2 is a perspective
view of the interpreting unit; Fig. 3 is a perspec
tive view of parts of the interpreting unit; Fig. 4
is a perspective view of the function bars of the
interpreting unit; Fig. 5 is a perspective view
of the commutator ring employed in connection
with the dot selector unit; Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are
Schematic representations of certain of the cam
disks and associated elements; Fig. 9 is a per
Spective view of the printing block; Fig. 10 is a
schematic showing of the face of the printing
block with certain electrodes energized to repre
sent several different characters; Fig. 11 is a
Schematic layout of the arrangement of the elec
trodes in the printing block; Fig. 12 is a diagram
or chart showing the sequences of operations of
the interpreting unit and dot selector unit; and
Fig. 13 is a diagram showing the electrical con
nections of the interpreting unit and dot selector

s

SSM, and the shunt keys SK? to SKs, inclusive,
Operating to shunt the windings of the impulse
magnets M1 to Ms, inclusive. Normally the start
stop shunt key SK is open so that the start-stop
magnet SSM is bridged across the line, the wind
ings of the several impulse magnets being shunted
out by the corresponding shunt keys SK to SK,
inclusive. Upon receiving the start impulse the
release of the start-stop magnet armature per
mits the assembly of cam disks of the interpret
ing unit to start revolving.
This is accomplished as shown in Fig. 1 by
means of a start-stop trip-off latch SSL con
nected to the armature of the start-stop magnet
SSM so that when the armature is released the
latch SSL swings about its pivot to disengage a
release latch R.L. (see Figs. 1 and 2) from a pro

jection 2 on a control roller frame 22 which is
pivoted to standards 2 and 24. The frame 22
20 is U-shaped and between the ends of the arms
of the U it carries a control roller or bar 25 which
normally rests against the edges of the selector
cams to prevent the disks carrying said cams

from rotating. When the trip-off latch SSL re
leases the control roller frame 22, the roller or
bar 25 will be free to move vertically to release
the cans.
The can disks of the interpreting unit are ar
ranged in three general groups. At the left in
SO Figs. 1 are shown in order from left to right cam
unit. In the various drawings the various ele
disks CD1 to CDs, which operate their switches
ments and parts are for the most part shown
or keys, however, in reverse order, disk CDs open
ing its key SKs first and disk CD1 opening the
schematically and symbolically without regard to
key SK1 last. The impulse magnet shunt keys
dimensions and, in certain instances, without re
gard to the exact form and relative positions of 35 SKs to SK1 distribute to the corresponding mag
the elements.
nets Ms to M1 the five impulses of the Baudot code
Printing block
which follow the start impulse. To the right of
these disks can CDs operates the start-stop shunt
As already stated, the printing block (which
SKs, closing said key before key SKs opens,
is shown at PB in Fig. 9) may consist of thirty 40 key
and opening it after key SKs closes. These six
25

six electrodes which are shown on the face of

Cams are followed by additional cams CD, CDs
the printing block as black dots. Each of these
and CDg which, respectively, operate the charac
electrodes is electrically connected to a terminal
ter spacing mechanism of the printer, the release
at the back of the block, the terminals being
mechanism for the dot selector unit, and the code
indicated in Fig. 9 as wires projecting from the As bar
throwout lever TOI, as will be described later.
back of the block. The electrodes may be laid
All nine of these disks are free to rotate on the
Out on the face of the block in the configuration
main shaft MS but are mechanically so related
shown in Fig. 11 in six rows of six electrodes each.
that when they rotate they rotate together. Nor
By selectively energizing certain of the electrodes
mally these nine disks do not rotate with the shaft
various characters may be represented. For ex 50 since
they are coupled together and mechanically
ample, in Fig. 10 the energized electrodes are
attached to a blank disk BD, which in turn is
shown as black dots and non-energized electrodes
arranged to rotate with a can disk CD10. The
as Small circles. The four arrangements indi
latter cam is prevented from rotation by the
cated in Fig. 10 represent the characters B, N,
of the control roller or bar 25 with
3 and 5. It will be understood, of course, that SS engagement
the edge of its can until said bar is released by
in actual practice the printing block and elec
the start signal. The purpose of the can disk
trodes may be very much smaller than herein
CD10 is to control the universal key UK, as will
illustrated.
be described later.
Interpreting unit

The interpreting unit and the dot selecting unit
and associated parts are shown in Fig. 1, the
former being also shown in Fig. 2. Reference

60

In actual practice the ten can disks C1 to C10,

inclusive, and the blank disk BD may be made
either of separate disks, pinned or otherwise se
cured together, or they may be formed of a solid
block of material with its surfaces suitably cut
to form the desired cam surfaces. A suitable disk
of friction material may be interposed as shown

should also be made to Figs, 3 to 8, inclusive,
and Fig, 13 for further illustration of some of
the parts.
65
In receiving a line signal the start or open cir
in Fig. 1, between the end plate EP1 (which is

cuit impulse releases the armature of a start
stop magnet shown at SSM in Figs. 1 and 13.

The winding of this magnet, as shown in Fig. 13,
is in series with the windings of the five code bar
magnets designated M1, M2, M3, M4 and Ms in
Figs. 1 and 13. The windings of each of these

fixed to and rotates with the main shaft MS)

and the can block or group CD1 to CD10, inclu
sive. This frictional arrangement permits the
can block or group CD1 to CD10, inclusive, to re
main stationary when the can CD10 is held by the
control roller or bar 2, even though the end plate
EP rotates continuously. When, however, the

six magnets are arranged to be shunted by shunt
keys, the shunt key SKs shown in Figs. 1 and 13
control bar 25 is released by the deenergization
being arranged to shunt the winding of magnet 75 of the start-stop magnet SSM in response to the

2,834,584
3
starting impulse as already described, the ten
Code bars
disks under discussion will rotate with the end
In
Order
to
control
the selection of a particular
plate EP1 due to the frictional engagement there
One of the character determining cam disks, five
with. The end plate EP is, of course, spring
code bars CB1 to CB5, inclusive, are provided as
pressed against the insulating disk and the block
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These code bars are
often cam disks above described.
mounted in a code bar frame 26 and the legs of
The proper operation of the start-stop shunt
the code bar frame are pivoted at their ends.
key SKs and the impulse magnet shunt keys SK1
This enables the code bars as a group to be swung
to SKs, inclusive, is obtained by cutting recessed
from the cam disks by the action of a code
cam surfaces in the cam disks CD1 to CDs, inclu 10 away
bar throw-out lever TOL under the action of
sive. These recessed cam surfaces are so related
the Cam CDo as will be described later.
to each other that normally the lug or other can
Code bar operating levers COL1 to COL5, in
operated element carried by the start-stop key
SKs will lie in the cam recess of disk CDs and

hence the start-stop contact will be opened. As

5

the cam disk CDs rotates in a counter clockwise

direction key SKs is closed and the cam recess in
the cam disk CDs comes into play and permits
the shunt key SKs to open. Upon further rota

tion the key SKs is closed and the cam recess in

20

the disk CD4 permits the shunt key SK4 to open.
As the rotation continues, the Succeeding shunt
keys SK3, SK2 and SK1 are successively operated

to open and then close. These operations take
place during a rotation through about 260 de
grees, as is indicated by the chart shown in Fig.
12. The successive operation of the shunt keys

SKs to SK1 causes the Selective operation of the
corresponding impulse magnets M5 to M1, inclu
sive, depending upon whether the Baudot code
impulses distributed by the shunt keys SK5 to
SK1 are marking or spacing impulses.

30

erated, etc.

The second group of cam disks consists of the

Figs, 2 and 8. The purpose of these projecting
cams will appear later. Bearing in mind that
rotation is counter-clockwise, normally the for
ward edge of each projecting cam rests against

notches are so arranged and positioned along the

35 several bars that when all of the bars are in

normal position, as will be the case when a blank

signal is received, there will be no point along the
40

and be prevented from further rotation. This
occurs, as will be seen from the chart of Fig. 12,

prevented from rotating. One cam disk is pro

will be used for punctuation marks, numerals, etc.
These character determining disks are mount
ed upon the main shaft MS but are free there
from and are separated from each other by fric

code bars where the notches will be vertically
the rotating character determining cam disks

aligned. Hence the edges of the raised cams on

will all come into engagement with the code bars

the control roller or bar 25 So that the disks are

vided for each letter of the alphabet. Where
punctuation marks and other Symbols are in
cluded as lower case symbols, additional disks,
corresponding in number to the punctuation
marks or other characters to be printed in the
lower case or "letters' group, will be provided
unless no capital letters are arranged for, in
which case the uppe case or "figures' position

m

The code bars are provided with notches along
their edges adjacent the cam disks. These

Letter determimimg cam diskcs
character determining disks CDa, CDb, CDc, etc.,
all of which are cut alike and each of which has
a single projecting cam, as is clearly shown in

clusive, are provided one for each code bar and
are Operated by the armature of the impulse mag
nets M1 to Ms, inclusive. Therefore, depending
upon the Baudot code combination received, se
lected
ones of the code bars will be shifted to the
right in response to the operation of the mag
nets, so that the beveled edges of the code bars
rest against the code bar reset wedge CBW. For
example, as the impulse magnet keys SK1 to SK5
are successively opened, the opening of the key
SK1 enables the magnet M1 to operate the code
bar CB1 if a marking impulse is received from
the line at that moment. During the next inter
val the shunt key SK1 is closed and shunt key
SK2 is opened. If a spacing signal is received
during the interval, the magnet M2 will remain
un actuated. If during the next interval a mark
ing signal is received, the magnet M3 will be op

45
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just after the start impulse and the five character

selecting impulses have been received.
If, however, instead of a blank signal a char

acter signal had been received, certain of the
Code bars. Would have been shifted to the right
as previously described. This will result in an
alignment of the notches of all five coule bars

in front of the cam disk to be selected. Conse
quently the selected cam disk will not be stopped
58

tion washers as shown in Fig. 1. Consequently,
when the disks are held by the control roller
25 they will remain stationary and will not ro

because its projecting cam passes through the
aligned notches in the bars. It therefore con

tinues
to rotate while the other cam disks are
held stationary.
Each of the character determining cam disks
is provided with a selection key as shown in
Figs. 1, 2 and 13, these keys being designated SKa,

tate with the main shaft MS. When the control 60 SKc, etc. These keys are mounted On a selection
roller 25 is released, however, the frictional en

gagement between the disks and the end plates
EP1 and EP2 will cause them to rotate together.

They continue rotating with the main shaft MS
until their cams come into engagement with the
code bars, whereupon, as Will be described later,

they are held from further rotation until the
Code bars are released. The particular letters
cam disk which is selected by a received code

65

key support 27 so that they are held just above
the code bars. Consequently, when the raised
cam of the selected cam disk passes through the
aligned notches of the code bars it engages and
closes the contacts of the selection key of the
selected code disk. At the same time the cam
disk CD10 will be rotating because its projecting
can is not obstructed by the code bars. Hence

it will close the universal key UK simultaneously

combination will be free to continue its rota 70 with the closure of the selection key of the se

tion, however, due to the friction between its
Sides and the adjacent friction disks. The fric
tion disks are arranged to rotate with the main

shaft MS at all times by being keyed or otherwise

Secured theretO.

lected can disk, as Will be described later. This
establishes a Selecting circuit to determine the

character to be printed.
After the cam disk has been selected, the op

75 erations incident to the establishment of the se

4.
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lecting circuit just described take place during purpose each function cam disk as shown in Fig.
7 is provided with a function lever 28, one end
the further rotation of about 60 degrees as in
dicated by the chart of Fig. 12. During the in
of which will come i? contact with the cam of
terval after the code bars have been operated and the selected disk after it has passed through
the selecting circuit has been established the dot
the aligned notches of the code bars. The func
tion lever 28 is pivoted midway so that its oppo
selector unit operates, as will be described later.
At the end of this interval the cam of the disk site end is depressed as the cam surface operates
the function lever and thus causes the function
CD10 passes beyond the universal key UK which
bar 29 to be depressed. The function bar is pro
now opens. At the same time the cam of the
selected disk passes beyond its selection key Which 10 vided with a shoulder 30 which is thus brought
also opens. The simultaneous opening of these to a level such that it will be engaged by the

function bail 3 when the latter is operated by
the function bail lever 32.
Each function cam disk is provided with an
15 additional cam, herein referred to as the func
'tion ball cam, as shown at 33 in Fig. 7. his
cam, is so arranged with respect to the main or .
the frame 26 carrying the code bars outwardly
selecting cam 34 that it will come into engage

keys disestablishes the selecting circuit.
Just after the universal key UK Opens and the
selection key of the selected disk opens, a pro
jecting cam on the disk CDg comes into play
and operates the code bar throw-out lever TOL
which, as will be clear fron, l Figs. 1 and 2, Swings

and away from the cam disks. Just before this
occurs the unselected disks Will all be held from
rotation by the code bars, and they are some
where between 30 and 60 degrees behind the
selected disk at the instant the code bars Swing
outwardly. As the Code bars Swing outwardly

20

ment with the function bail lever 32 just after
the selecting cam 34 engages the function lever

28. Consequently the function bail 3 will be
operated and, by engaging with the shoulder 30

of the function bar, will drive said bar to the
left and away from the can disk as shown in
the unselected can disks are released and rotate 25 Fig. 7. This movement of the function bar of
with the selected cam disk although they are
course occurs at the same relative point in the
rotation of the interpreting unit as the selection
delayed with respect to it by the amount above

of a character. When the function bar is thus

indicated,

At the end of a complete rotation the edge

of the cam of the selected disk engages the con
trol roller or bar 25 (which was released at the

end of the start impulse) and accordingly the
selected disk comes to rest. During a short in
terval after the Selected disk ceases rotating the
unselected disks continue to rotate until the edges
of their camS in turn encounter the control bar

30

details of these function levers and mechanisms

will be clear from a description of the operation
of the machine which will be given hereinafter.
35

selected disk during an interval following the
()

passing through this key to the proper electrodes
in the printing block PB to form the desired
character pattern upon the paper.
The dot selector unit, as has already been ex

character Selection should be transmitted before

the unselected disks have caught up with the
selected disk and come to rest, the fact that

plained, consists of a lightweight cylinder DSC of
insulating material along Whose surface in lines

the disks are Out of synchronism at the moment
50

it is again selected or whether it is not selected.

If it is again Selected it will function as already
described. If Some other cam disk is selected

by the code bars, the previously selected disk

55

Will be stopped and the other cam disks (ex

cept the one now selected) will be stopped by the

case lag slightly behind the distributing disks
the aligned notches of the code bars a little later
than would otherwise be the case. Nevertheless

it performs its function of establishing the de
sired Selecting circuit when its cam comes in
contact with its selection key SK.
Function determining cam disks
A third group of nine cam disks is provided at
the left end of the interpreting unit as shown

parallel to its axis are mounted rows of commu

tator bars. The commutator bars are symboli
cally represented by the black horizontal lines
in Fig. 1. Another symbolic representation ap
pears in Fig. 13 where the cylinder is made up
of a set of disks having their edges recessed or
notched at points where insulation appears in
Fig. 1. The bars in Fig. 1 are all connected elec
trically common and, if both capital and Small

letters are to be printed, there will be two rows of

code bal'S. The selected cam disk will in this

CD1 to CDs, inclusive, and hence will pass through

this key is selected in response to a particular re

ceived code combination. It is the function of
the "dot selector' to extend an electrical circuit

known, is a marking impulse.
Even if a starting impulse for a succeeding

will cause no difficulty. When the disk previ
ously Selected reaches the code bars it will either
pass through or be stopped, depending on whether

Dot selector
From the foregoing description of the inter
preting unit it can be seen that contacts of a
selected key can be momentarily closed and that

25, whereupon they also come to rest. In other
words, the unselected disks catch up with the

last impulse of the Baudot code. This interval
occurs while the sending station transmits the
So-called stopping impulse which, as is well

moved it operates through certain levers and
other mechanisms to perform the various selected
functions, as will be described later. Further

60

bars for each letter, one corresponding to the
lower case form of the letter and the other to

its upper case form. There is also a row of com
mutator bars for each punctuation mark or other
Symbol in the lower case group and another row
for each punctuation mark, figure or other sym

65

bol in the upper case group. Not only are the
commutator bars in each row electrically common

but the various rows of bars are also electrically
Connected together. If desired, the row of com
mutator bars corresponding to upper case letter

in FigS. i and 2. These disks are similar to the 70 S may be omitted if the combination correspond

character Selecting disks of the group previously
described but are not provided with selecting
keys. Instead these disks operate the so-called
function bars which perform functions such as

ing to this character is to be used to operate a

Signal bell, as will be discussed later.
At One end of the cylinder DSC of the dot se

lecting unit is a Spring drive 34 in the form of a

line feed, carriage return, Spacing, etc. For this 75 helically coiled Spring. One end of this spring is

6
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first character determining impulse will be a
marking impulse and the code bar CB5 will be
shifted to the right. The shunt key SKs now
closes and the cam disk CD4 opens the shunt key
SK to receive the second character determining
impulse. This is a spacing impulse so the mag
net M4 is not operated. As the cam disks con
tinue
their rotation, cam disks CD3, DC and CD1
successively open their corresponding Shunt con

5 ments of this row Will be activated to in turn

cut that as the shunt key SKs closes, the start

ments of the dot selectihg cylinder DSC, thence

cylinder DSC corresponding to lower case letter
b will be in contact with the wiper brushes WB1
to WB36, inclusive. Consequently, Such of the
wiper brushes as make contact with the live seg

activate the electrodes of the printing block PB

to which they are connected.
The circuit which completes the printing oper
ation may now be traced in Fig. 13 as follows:
tacts so that after about 260 degrees of rota O from positive battery, over the actuated universal
tion the condition is that magnets M5, Ma and
key UK, actuated Selection key SKb to the acti
M1 have been operated and magnets M4 and M3
vated segment b of commutator ring CR, over
have not been operated. The code bars actuated
lower case brush PBl, over the center pole and
by the operated magnets are accordingly shift
lower case contact of case transfer Switch CDS,
ed to the right. The cam in the disk CDs is SO
over the common conductor to the various seg

stop shunt SKs is again opened. Hence the
marking stop impulse which follows the last
Baudot impulse energizes the start-stop magnet
SSM to latch the detent 2 and hold the control 20

bar 25 in its lowered position.

By this time the cam disks have rotated
through about 260 degrees (see Fig. 12) and the
edges of their projecting cans, with the excep
tion of that of the Selected can disk, conne into
engagement with the code bars and cease rotat
ing. The code bars are now so set that the

circuit above traced causes the lower case letter

b to be chemically imprinted upon the paper.
AS already stated, a complete rotation of the
dot selector cylinder just traced takes place dur
ing about 30 degrees of the rotation of the in

notches opposite the cam disk corresponding to
letter B are in alignment. The can of this disk

terpreting unit, and the establishment of the

passes through the aligned notches and operates

printing current occurs momentarily during this

selection key SKb. At the same time the cam

interval, as will be clear from Fig. 12. At the

disk CD10, whose cam is not obstructed by the
code bars, closes the universal key UK. This
completes a circuit (see Fig. 13) from positive

end of this 30 degree period the universal key
UK opens and breaks the printing circuit above
traced. However, this circuit has already been

battery, over the closed contact of the universal
key UK, and Over the closed contact of the se

broken by the pick-up brush PB passing off the

lection key SKb, to the corresponding segment of

the internal commutator ring SC. This circuit

remains closed for a period long enough to per
mit the dot selector cylinder DSC to complete one
full revolution, as will now be described.
It will be noted that the group of cans CD1 to
CD10, inclusive, are not stopped by the code bars
and hence continue to rotate together. There

40

b, and that the center pole of the case transfer
switch CTS is in contact with the termina con

opens. The operation of this lever forces the

50

The rotation of the selected cam CDb is mean

while arrested by its angular face coming in con

tact with the control bar 25 which was restored
to' its locking position at the end of the start im
55

pulse. The remaining cam disks "catch up' with
the selected can disk while the stopping impulse
is being received, this being a marking impulse
following the last character impulse of the
Baudot code. Upon completing their rotation

60

the non-selected cam disks also come to rest
against the control bar 25, and the whole mech
anism is now ready to receive the code combi
nation for another character.

will be evident that when the commutator brush
PB1 comes in contact with the activated segment

of the commutator ring CR the circuit previously
vated commutator bar, over the lower case pick
up brush PB, to the center pole of the switch

CTS, and thence to the common electrical con
nection for all of the rows of commutator bars
on the dot selecting cylinder DSC.

No circuit will be extended over the upper case
pick-up brush PBu when it passes over the acti

vated segment of the commutator ring CR, be

cause the center pole of the case transfer switch

CTS is in such position that the connection to the
lower case pick-up brush is open. Only the low
er Case pick-up brush PB) is effective, and hence
during the moment the pick-up brush PIB passes
Over the activated segment of the internal com
mutator ring, the row of commutator bars on the

their driving frictional contact with the friction
outward throw of the code bar assembly forces
the diagonal ends of the code bars against the
code bar reset wedge CBW, thus restoring them
to their normal or "space' position.
Washers which are keyed to the main shaft. The

nected to the lower case pick-up brush PB, it
traced will be extended as follows: from the acti

line segment of the commutator ring CR. Also
the can on the cam disk CDg is so cut that con
tinued rotation of the shaft brings the hump of
the can against the code bar throwout lever
TOL at approximately the same instant key UK
code bars CB1 to CB5, inclusive, outward from the
can assembly and releases all of the determining
cams, which now rotate through the medium of

fore, shortly after the circuit is closed as above
described the can disk CDs operates the lever

39. This causes the dot selector start-stop lever
DLS to disengage the lug. 37, thus permitting the
dot selector cylinder DSC to rotate rapidly in a
counterclockwise direction under the impulsion
of the spring drive 34. Bearing in mind that a
circuit has been established to a segment of the
Commutator ring CR corresponding to the letter

from live Segments in the row of segments cor
responding to the letter b over such of the wiper
brushes of the group WB1 to WB36 as are in con
tact with live segments, over individual conduc
tors to the corresponding electrodes of the print
ing block PB, and finally through the paper to
the bus bar BB and to negative battery. The

It will be noted that the unselected cam disks,
in passing from the position where they were held
by the code bars to their stop position, also con
tact their individual selection keys SKa, SKc,
etc. However, no circuit is completed as the re
Sult of this action, because the universal key UK
is connected in series with all of the selection
keys and, having cleared its cam, is now open.
Character spacing

After each character is printed it is necessary
to automatically move the printing block PB and
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tion selection is taking place, it is necessary to
block the resulting spacing action during the
other function operations such as carriage re
turn, line feed, etc. The means for accomplish

the platen P relative to each other so that there
will be a space between the character which has
just been printed and the next character to be
printed. Character spacing is provided for in
accordance with the present invention by a space

ing this result is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
Referring particularly to Fig. 4, it will be seen
that each of the function bars BFB, LFB, etc.,
except the Space function bar SFB, is provided

operating lever SOL (see Figs. 1 and 3). This

lever is engaged by the high part of the cam disk
CD7 just after the dot selector cylinder DSC has
completed its revolution. This, of course, occurs
shortly before the interpreting unit completes

O

its revolution, as will be clear from the chart of

Fig. 12. The motion of the space operating lever

SOL is communicated through a spring 4 to a
lever 42 which is attached to the, end of the space
operating shaft SOS and rotates the same

through a slight arc, thereby causing the space

SOS (see Fig. 3).

5

rotated to operate the space function bar SFB.

20

Upper and lower case functions
The formation of upper and lower case pat

terns is determined by the position of the case
transfer switch CTS, shown particularly in Figs.
1 and 13. The commutator rows on the dot
selector cylinder DSC are arranged in Such a
manner that the row for the upper case of any
given character makes contact with the wiper

40

Special Baudot code signal. In the receiver of
the present invention the code bars CDB1 to

CDB5, inclusive, are set so that in response to
this 'spacing' code the space cam disk SCD
(see Fig. 3) is selected instead of one of the

the upper case pick-up brush PBu, which will

make contact with the energized segment of the
commutator ring 6.92 degrees later in the Cycle,
at which time the upper case row of segments
on the cylinder DSC, instead of the lower case
row for the desired character, will be in contact
with the wiper brushes. The circuit through the
lower case pick-up brush PB will, of course, be
open and no circuit will be completed through
the lower case row of character determining Seg
60

code signal will be sent. When this code is re
ceived by the printer herein disclosed, it will Op

65

erate the "figures' cam disk which, in accord

70

7, will cause the figures function bar FFB of Fig.
1 to be operated. This bar operates a lever 5
which in turn operates the T-shaped lever 52 to
swing the vertical member of the T-lever to the

lector Cylinder DSC is released and permitted to
Space blocking

As the space operating lever SOL operates with

every revolution of the cam assembly, regard

ments on the cylinder DSC.
In order to shift from the lower case to the

upper case the “figures” cor “upper case” Baudot

of Selecting the space cam disk SCD the dot se
make a revolution.

brushes WB1 to WB36, inclusive, a short period

after the corresponding lower case commutator
row makes contact with said brushes. For ex
ample, if the dot selector cylinder DSC is ar
ranged for only twenty-six characters it will have
fifty-two commutator rows and each upper case
row Will be separated from the lower case roW

by an arc of 6.92 degrees. Selection of the upper
case dot pattern instead of the lower case pat
tern is obtained by routing the circuit through

lar to that already described under the heading

"Character spacing.' No electrical connection is
made to the dot selector during this operation as
the spacing cam disk SCD is not provided with a
Selection key. Consequently no mark is produced
upon the paper even though during the process

space operating lever SOL is taken up by the

30 itself.

as Will appear later.
Word spacing

character determining cam disks. The disk SCD
carries two cams, 44 and 45, so related to each
other that when the cam 44 passes through the
aligned notches of the code bars, the cam 45
will strike the space bail lever 46, which in turn
drives the space bail 47 to the left in Fig. 3.
Just before this occurs the cam 44 engages the
Space function lever 48 at its right hand end,
thereby callsing its left-hand end to press the
Space function bar SFB downwardly. Conse
quently its shoulder 49 is engaged by the lever
41 to drive the space function bar in a direction
away from the can disk. This causes the space
function bar to operate the spacing pawl bar
SPB, thereby effecting a spacing operation simi

when the can on the cam disk CD7 engages the
space operating lever SOL. The motion of the

spring 4 and no spacing operation takes place.
While Fig. 3 illustrates the space blocking opera
tion in connection with the "blank' function, the
same action takes place in connection with any
of the other functions. For example, if the bell
function bar BF is operated, spacing is blocked,
and the same holds true for all of the other func
tion bars except the space function bar SFB

acter is printed unless this action is prevented,

Spacing between words in teletype systems is
accomplished, as is well known, by sending a

Consequently the space blocking arm SBA can

not be moved from right to left in Fig. 3, and
hence the space operating shaft SOS cannot be

Operating arm SOA to engage a shoulder 43 on
the space function bar SFB.

The space function bar SFB is therefore moved
in a direction away from the cam disk SCD.
Consequently, it strikes the spacing pawl bar
SPB, causing the latter to engage a tooth of
the spacing ratchet SR and advance said ratchet
one tooth. The spacing ratchet SR is arranged
to move the paper carriage and printing block
with respect to each other by means of a rack
and pinion assembly and a rotatable shaft (not
shown), the spacing ratchet and pinion being
mounted on Said shaft, as is well known in the
art. If preferred, of course, the spacing ratchet
may be connected through any other suitable
known mechanism to produce a relative shift be
tween the printing block PB and platen P. Thus
the printing block PB is automatically advanced
one step along the platen just after each char

with a graduated can such as 50 on its upper
surface. This cam engages a space blocking le
'ver SBL, thus raising it up so that it is inter
posed in the path of the space blocking arm
SBA which is carried on the space operating shaft

ance with the arrangements illustrated in Fig.

left. This acts through levers 53 and 54 to shift
the case transfer ring CSR to the right. The

case transfer ring thus engages the arm of the
mid-pole of the case transfer switch CTS to shift

less of whether a character selection or a func 75 it from its lower case contact to its upper case

s

S
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contact, thereby preparing the circuit through
purpose. The cam disk which causes lower case
printing of the etter S in response to this code
the upper case pick-up brush PBu. The lever
system is held in shifted position by a detent 55
combination is in such case provided with a
function lever Such as that shown at 28 in Fig.
having a roller bearing against the round end
of the T-shaped lever 52. Consequently, when
the upper case signal has been received, upper
case characters will be printed until a shift is
made to lower case printing.

This is done by receiving the so-called "letters'

or “lower case' code combination which SelectS O

because the Commutator row on the dot selector

the lower case cam disk, and through mechanism.
similar to that shown in Fig. 7 operates the
“letterSº function bar LFB. This bar engageS

a lever 56 which operates on the opposite end
of the cross bar of the T lever 52, thus shifting
the vertical bar of the T lever to the right and

15

causing the case transfer ring CTR to be shifted
to the left on the main shaft MS. This releases

the center pole of the case transfer SWitch CTS
which shifts back to its lower case contact and

7, and this lever operates the bell fuction bar
BF shown in Fig. 1. This in turn operates the
lever 64 which acts through the bell operate
lever BOI to ring the bell 65. When the letter
S code combination is used for this purpose, said
letter Will not be printed when the bell is rung,

20

prepares the circuit to the lower case pick-up

cylinder DSC for upper case S will be left blank,
and hence no circuit will be completed through
the wiper brushes WB1 to WB36, inclusive.
While the machine is in lower case condition,
operation of the bell is prevented in response
to this particular code combination by means of
the bell function blocking bar BBB, oné end of
Which engages in a notch in the bell operating
lever BOL. When the “figures' function bar
FFTB is operated as previously described, it actu

brush PB. Consequently, character Selecting
ates the bell crank lever 5 to withdraw the bell
function blocking bar BBB from engagement
codes received after this operation will cause
with the bell operating ever BOL, so that it can
lower case printing.
25 ring the bell. The bell operating lever BOL is
Carriage return function
provided with a relief spring 66 So that when it
is engaged by the bell function blocking bar BBB
When the code combination for the "carriage
and the bell function bar BF is operated in re
return' function is received the “carriage return'
Sponse to the code combination for lower case
function bar CRF in Fig. 1 strikes a pivoted lever
5 which acts through a link 58 to withdraw 30 letter S, the Spring will take up the motion ap
plied to the lever BOL, by the bell function bar
the space retaining pawl SRP from engagement

BF and the bell will not ring.

with the teeth of the spacing ratchet SR. This
movement of the space retaining pawl operates

through a link 59 and a lever 60 to throw the
spacing pawl bar SPB outwardly away from the
spacing ratchet SR. The spacing ratchet is thus
momentarily freed and starts to rotate in a clock

Line feed function
35

feed, line , feed function bar LFF is operated.

This actuates the lever 67 shown in Fig. 1 to op

erate the pawl 68 shown in Fig. 13, through the

wise direction because of the tension exerted

upon it by the carriage return spring (not

shown). Since the pressure of the carriage re

turn function bar CRF is applied to the lever 5
to accomplish, the results just referred to for

only a brief period of time, the pawls SPB and
SRP would almost immediately fall back into en
gagement with the spacing ratchet SR, were it
not for the action of the carriage return lockout
lever CR. This lever is mounted on the Car

riage control shaft CCS between friction disks

In response to the code combination for line

rod 69 to advance the pawl to a new tooth of
40

the ratchet 70. The pawl 68 when released moves

upwardly and Operates on the ratchet O to ad
vance the platen P and the paper carried by it

to a new line.

Blank function.
When so-called “blank' code combinations are

received, all five of the Baudot impulses are spac
ing impulses, and consequently none of the code
bars CB1 to CB5 are shifted. This causes one of

or collars such as FC. Therefore, at the time of SO the can disks BCD (see Fig. 3) to operate the
the start of the clockwise rotation of the shaft,
blank function bar BFB. The operation of this
the carriage return lockout lever CRL is also
bar actuates the space blank lever SBL in a man
turned in a clockwise direction, causing one of
ner previously described, thereby preventing the
its outward ends to engage the spacing pawl bar
character spacing can CD7 from actuating the
SPB and hold it in its outward position, disen 55 space operating shaft SOS. Consequently, dur
gaged from the ratchet SR. The other end of
ing the reception of blank Signals no Spacing op
the carriage return lockout bar CRL is connected
eration takes place. No printing Operation will
through a pawl release link 6 to the outer end take place because the can disk BCD does not
of the space retaining pawl SRP to hold it dis
any selection key.
engaged from the spacing ratchet. Consequently, 60 actuate
The operation of the blank function bar BFB
the tension applied to the carriage control Shaft
may, if desired, act through a lever 7 to actuate
CCS causes it to rotate in a clockwise direction
a rod 72 which operates a bell crank lever 73
until the entire mechanism is reset to its normal
condition. The limits of travel for the carriage

to move the link 4. When this link is Operated
two or more times in response to the reception
return lockout lever CRL are determined by the 65 of two or more blank. Signals, it may operate in
adjustable stop pins 62 and 63 on either side
a well known manner, just as in the case of tele
of the lever.

Bell function

type machines now used, to lock out the Sender
asSociated with the receiving printer. There

fore, if the operator is sending to the distant
If the machine is in the upper case condition
following the reception of the "figures' or "upper 70 station, and the operator at the distant station
throws his break key so that the line is in effect
case' code combination, the reception of a code
opened, successive blank signals will be received
combination corresponding to some particular
on the local printer. These cause the lever 74
character may be caused to operate a signal bell. to
lock out the local sender so that the distant
Let us suppose that the code combination corre
sponding to the letter S is to be used for this 75 station can transmit. The details whereby this
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is accomplished are, of course, known in the art,
and do not constitute a part of the present in

lectively activated, and means to produce rela
tive movement between said reproducing element
and said sheet after each pattern has been re
produced, so that said successive patterns will
be reproduced at different points on said sheet.

Vention.

Orientation

Orientation to meet varying line conditions is
accomplished by shifting the relative points at
which the impulse magnet shunt keys SKl to SKs
are actuated with respect to the point at which
the start stop shunt key SKs is actuated. In
order that this shift may be effected, the impulse
magnet shunt keys SK1 to Sks, inclusive, are
mounted on an orientation arm

O

S. as shown

trically activate various combinations of said

rod 78 to shift the position of- these switches

line.

3. In a reproducing system, means to receive
to be reproduced, a reproducing element having
a plurality of electrodes distributed over an area,
means controlled by said group of code impulses
to select a determining element corresponding
to the pattern to be reproduced, means to elec
a group of code impulses representing a pattern

in Fig. 6, which may be adjusted along the curved

with respect to the start stop shunt key SKs.
As the position of the latter shunt key is fixed,
any change of the position of the arm T will
alter the time interval at which the impulse mag
nets M1 to Ms, inclusive, are thrown across the

9

accordance with which said selectrodes are se

electrodes in accordance with the pattern to be
reproduced, means controlled by said determin

ing element to determine the combination of said
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electrodes to be activated, and means to cause
Current to pass from said activated electrodes

through a sheet to reproduce the pattern cor

responding to the activated group of electrodes.
4. In a reproducing System, means to suc
cessively receive different groups of code impulses
representing a plurality of patterns to be repro
25 duced, a reproducing element having a plurality
of electrodes distributed over an area, means con
by each group of impulses to select a
the invention as defined in the appended claims. trolled
determining element corresponding to a pattern
What is claimed is:
to be reproduced, means to electrically activate
1. In a reproducting system, a single reproduc
ing element having a plurality of electrodes dis 30 various combinations of said electrodes in ac
Cordance with the pattern to be reproduced,
tributed over an area, at different coordinate
means controlled by the selected determining
points thereof, means to selectively produce elec
element to determine the combinations of said
trical activation of different combinations of said
electrodes to be activated, a sheet upon which
electrodes in accordance with different precon
ceived patterns, all utilizing electrodes in the 35 selected patterns may be reproduced, means to
cause current to pass from said activated elec
same area and transmitted by groups of succes
trodes through said sheet to reproduce on said
sive pulses, each group being less in number than
sheet the successive patterns in accordance with
the activated electrodes of a given pattern, said
which said electrodes are activated, and means
patterns involving electrodes at a plurality of
produce relative movement between said re
points some of which are located with respect to to
producing element and said sheet after each pat
each other at different distances from both co
term has been reproduced, So that Said Succes
ordinate axes of said area, a sheet upon which
sive patterns will be reproduced at different
said patterns may be produced, means to cause
current to pass through said sheet simultaneously 45 points on said sheet.
5. In a reproducing System, means to succes
from each of the selectively activated electrodes
sively receive different groups of code impulses
representing a given complete pattern to repro
representing a plurality of patterns to be repro
duce on said sheet the selected pattern in accord
duced, a plurality of conductors leading to a plu
ance with which said electrodes are selectively
of points distributed over an area, means
activated, and means to produce relative move 50 rality
controlled by each group of impulses to select
ment between said reproducing element and said
a determining element corresponding to a pat
sheet after each pattern has been reproduced, so
tern to be reproduced, means to electrically ac
that said successive patterns will be reproduced
tivate various combinations of said conductors in
at different points on said sheet.
with different patterns to be repro
2. In a reproducing system, means to succes 55 accordance
duced, means controlled by the selected determin
sively receive different groups of code impulses
ing element to determine the combinations of
representing a plurality of patterns to be repro
said conductors to be activated, and means to
duced, a single reproducing element having a plu
successively reproduce the patterns determined
rality of electrodes distributed over an area at
successive combinations of activated conduc
different coordinate points thereof exceeding in 60 by
tors upon a surface so that they will be visible
number the code impulses representing a pattern,
thereon.
means controlled by said successive groups of
6. In a reproducing system, receiving means
code impulses to selectively produce electrical
to
successively receive groups of code impulses
activation of different combinations of said elec
certain
of which represent characters to be re- .
trodes in accordance with the different patterns
produced, a reproducing elementº having a plu
all utilizing electrodes in the same area, said
rality of electrodes distributed over an area, a
While this invention has been disclosed in cer

tain specific arrangements which are deemed de
sirable, it will be obvious that the general princi
ples herein disclosed may be embodied in many
other organizations, widely different from those
illustrated, without departing from the spirit of

patterns involving electrodes at a plurality of
points some of which are located with respect.
to each other at different distances from both
coordinate axes of said area, a sheet upon which
said patterns may be reproduced, means to cause

translating device having a determining element
for each character to be reproduced, means con

70

current to pass through said sheet simultane
ously from each of the selectively activated elec

trodes representing a given complete pattern to
reproduce on said sheet the selected pattern in

trolled by each group of impulses representing
a character to select a determining element cor

responding to the character represented by said
tivating mechanisms, each activating mecha
nism being arranged to electrically activate said

group, a selecting device having separate ac
75

electrodes in different combinations one corre

1?
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sheet the selected characters, said receiving
sponding to each of said characters, means Op
means also receiving groups of impulses corre
erating upon the selection of a determining elle
sponding to various "functions' such as "spac
ment of said translating device and under the
ing,” “line feed,” etc., and said translating de
control thereof to select the activating mecha
nism of said selecting device corresponding to
Vice also having a function determining element
the character represented by the received
for each of said "functions,” said function deter
group of impulses, said selected activating mech
mining elements when selected operating the cor
anism thereupon functioning to activate the cor
responding combination of said electrodes, a
sheet upon which selected character may be
reproduced, and means to cause current to pass
from Said activated electrodes through said sheet
to reproduce on said sheet the selected charac

responding function mechanisms.

O

be reproduced, a reproducing element having a
plurality of electrodes distributed over an area,
a translating device having a determining element
for each lower case character to be reproduced,
means controlled by each group of impulses rep
resenting a character to select a determining elle
ment corresponding to the character represented

terS.

7. In a reproducing system, receiving means to
successively receive groups of code impulses Cer
tain of which represent lower case characters to
be reproduced, a reproducing element having a
plurality of electrodes distributed over an area,

a translating device having a determining ele
ment for each lower case character to be repro

20

duced, means controlled by each group of in
pulses representing a character to select a de
termining element corresponding to the character
represented by said group, a selecting device hav
ing separate activating mechanisms, each acti
Wating mechanism being arranged to ?electrically
activate said electrodes in different combinations,
certain of Said mechanisms being assigned to lower
case characters, and other of said combinations. 30

being assigned one to each corresponding upper
case character, means operating upon the selec

tion of a determining element of Said translating
device and under the control thereof to prepare
a Connection to the pair of activating mechanisms
corresponding respectively to the lower case and
upper. Case characters represented by the received
group of impulses, means to determine whether

Said Connections will be completed to the acti

vating mechanism corresponding to the lower case
character or to that corresponding to the upper
case character, the activating mechanism to
which the connection is completed thereupon
functioning to activate the corresponding combi
nation of said electrodes, a sheet upon which
selected character may be reproduced, and means
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arranged to electrically activate said electrodes

in different combinations one corresponding to

each of Said characters, means operating upon
the Selection of a determining element of said

translating device and under the control thereof

to Select the activating mechanism of said se
lecting device corresponding to the character rep
resented by the received group of impulses, said
Selected activating mechanism thereupon func

tioning to activate the corresponding combina

tion of Said electrodes, a sheet upon which se
lected character may be reproduced, means to
cause current to pass from said activated elec

by Said group, a selecting device having separate
activating mechanisms, each activating mecha

nism being arranged to electrically activate said
electrodes in different combinations, certain of
Said mechanisms being assigned to lower case
characters, and other of said combinations being
assigned one to each corresponding upper case
character, means operating upon the selection of

a determining element of said translating device
and under the control thereof to prepare a con
nection to the pair of activating mechanisms cor
responding respectively to the lower case and
upper Case characters represented by the received
group of impulses, means to determine whether
said connections will be completed to the acti
Vating mechanism corresponding to the lower
case character or to that corresponding to the
upper case character, the activating mechanism
to which the connection is completed thereupon
functioning to activate the corresponding combi
nation of said electrodes, a sheet upon which
Selected character may be reproduced, means to
cause current to pass from said activated elec
trodes through said sheet to reproduce on said

sheet the selected characters, said receiving means
also receiving groups of impulses corresponding
to various "functions' such as 'spacing,' 'line
feed," etc., and Said translating device also hav

ing a function determining element for each of

to cause current to pass from said activated elec

trodes through said sheet to reproduce on said
sheet the selected characters.
8. In a reproducing System, receiving means to
Successively receive groups of code impulses cer
tain of which represent characters to be repro
duced, a reproducing element having a plurality
of electrodes distributed over an area, a trans
lating device having a determining element for
each character to be reproduced, means controlled
by each group of impulses representing a chair
acter to select a determining element correspond
ing to the character represented by said group,
a Selecting device having separate activating
mechanisms, each activating mechanism being

9. In a reproduicng System, receiving means to

Successively receive groups of code impulses cer
tein of which represent lower case characters to

said "functions,” said function determining elle

ments when Selected operating the corresponding

50 function mechanisms.

10. In a reproducing system, receiving means
to Successively receive groups of code impulses
certain of which represent characters to be re
produced, a reproducing element having a plu
rality of character forming units distributed over
an area, a translating device having a rotatable

character determining cam for each character to
of impulses representing a character to select a
can corresponding to the character represented

be reproduced, means controlled by each group
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by Said group, a selecting device having a plural
ity of different sets of activating elements each
arranged to activate a corresponding combina
tion of said character forming units, means oper
ating on the selection of a cam and under the
control thereof to select the set of activating ele

ments of said selecting device corresponding to
the character represented by the received group
of impulses, said selected set of activating elle
ments thereupon functioning to activate the cor

responding combination of said character form

ing units, a sheet upon which selected characters
may be reproduced, and means to cause said acti
wated character forming units to form a char

trodes through said sheet to reproduce on Said 5 acter on said sheet.

8,838,534.

11. In a reproducing system, receiving means

sets of activating elements each arranged to ac

to successively receive groups of code inpuses
certain of which represent lowercase characters to

tivate a corresponding combination of said chara
acter forming units, certain of said sets of ac
tivating elements being assigned to lower case
characters, and others being assigned one to

be reproduced, a reproducing element having a phil
rality of character forming units distributed over.
an area, a translating device having a rotatable
character determining can for each lower case
character to be reproduced, means controlled by
each group of impulses representing a character
to select a can corresponding to the character
represented by said group, a selecting device hav

each corresponding upper case character, means
operating on the selection of a cam and under

O

ing a plurality of different sets of activating elle

ments each arranged to activate a corresponding
combination of said character forming units, Cer- .
tain of said sets of activating elements being as

signed to lower case characters, and others be
ing assigned one to each corresponding upper

upon which selected characters may be repro

duced, means to cause said activated character

case character, means operating on the selection

of a can and under the control thereof to pre
select the two sets of activating elements corre

forming units to form a character on said sheet,
20)

sponding respectively to the lower case and upper
of impulses, means to determine a final selection
between said upper case and lower case sets of
activating elements, said selected set of activat

when selected operating the corresponding func

ing elements thereupon functioning to activate

tion, mechanisms.

the corresponding combination of said character
forming units, a sheet upon which selected chair

said activated character forming units to form a
character on said sheet.
.
12. In a reproducing system, receiving means
to successively receive groups of code impulses
certain of which represent characters to be re
produced, a reproducing element having a pu
rality of character forming units distributed over
an area, a translating device having a rotatable
character determining can for each character to
be reproduced, means controlled by each group

said receiving means also receiving groups of
impulses corresponding to various "functions'
such as "spacing,' 'line feed,' etc., and said
translating device also having function deter
mining cams in addition to said character deter
mining cans, said function determining cams

case characters represented by the received group

acters may be reproduced, and means to cause

the control thereof to preselect the two sets of
activatting elements corresponding respectively to
the lower case and upper case characters repre
sented by the received group of impulses, means
to determine a final selection between said upper
case and lower case sets of activating elements,
said selected set of activating elements thereupon
functioning to activate the corresponding com
bination of said character forming units, a sheet

14. In a reproducing system, receiving means
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to successively receive groups of code impulses
certain of which represent characters to be re
producedi, a reproducing element having 'a plu

rality of character forming units distributed over
an area, a translating device having a rotatable

can for each character to be reproduced, means
controlled by each group of impulses represent
ing a character to select a cam corresponding to

the character represented by said group, said

means permitting the selected cam to continue
rotating while preventing rotation of the non

of impulses representing a character to select a

Selected
cams, a rotatable selecting device hav
ing a plurality of different sets of activating elle
ments, each arranged to activate a different

can corresponding to the character represented

by said group, a selecting device having a plu

combination of said character forming units,
means to release said selecting device for ro
tation while said non-selected cans are prevent

rality of different sets of activating elements each

arranged to activate a corresponding combination

of said character forming units, means operat
trol thereof to select the set of activating ele
ments of said selecting device corresponding to
the character represented by the received group

ed from rotation, means operated by the selected
eam to select the set of activating elements in

ing on the selection of a can and under the con

said rotating selecting device corresponding to
the
character represented by the received group
of impulses, said selected set of activating elle 50 of impulses, said selected set of activating elle
ments thereupon functioning to activate the cor
responding combination of said character form

ments thereupon functioning to activate the cor
responding combination of said character form
ing units, a sheet upon which selected charac
ters may be reproduced, means to cause said ac

ing units after which the selecting device ceases
rotating, a sheet upon which selected characters . .
may be reproduced, means to cause said activated

tivated character forming units to form a char

acter on said sheet, said receiving means also
receiving groups of impulses corresponding to
various “functions” such as “spacing,” “ine feed,” .
etc., and said translating device also having func

character forming units to form a character on

said sheet, and means to release the non-selected
cans and restore then to normal.

15. In a reproducing system, receiving means

to successively receive groups of code impulses

tion determining cams in addition to said char
acter determining cams, said function determin

ing cams when selected operating the correspond
ing function mechanisms.
m
13. In a reproducing system, receiving means
to successively receive groups of code impulses
Certain of which represent lower case charac
ters to be reproduced, a reproducing element hav
ing a plurality of character forming units dis
tributed over an area a translating device hav
ing a rotatable character determining can for
each lower case character to be reproduced,
means controlled by each group of impulses rep
resenting a character to select a can correspond
ing to the character represented by said group,

a selecting device having a plurality of diferent

certain of which represent lower case characters

to be reproduced, a reproducing element having

a plurality of character forming units distributed
over an area, a translating device having a ro
tatable can for each lower case character to be
reproduced, means controlled by each group of
inpulses representing a character to select a
can corresponding to the character represented
7)

s

by said group, said means permitting the se
lected can to continue rotating while preventing
rotation of the non-selected cams, a rotatable
selecting device having a plurality of different
sets of activating elements, each arranged to ac

tivate a diferent combination of said character

forming units, certain of said sets of activating
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elements being assigned to lower case characters said translating device also having function de
and others being assigned one to each corre
termining cams in addition to said character de
sponding upper case character, means to release
termining cams, said function determining cams
said selecting device for rotation while said non when selected operating the corresponding func
selected cams are prevented from rotation, means
operated by the selected cam to preselect the
two sets of activating elements corresponding re
spectively to the lower case and upper case char

acters represented by the received group of im
tween said upper case and lower case sets of ac

pulses, means to determine a final Selection be

tion mechanisms, and means to release the non
selected cams and restore them to, normal.
17. In a reproducing system, receiving means
to successively receive groups of code impulses

0

tivating elements, said selected set of activating

elements thereupon functioning to activate the
corresponding combination of said character
forming units after which the Selecting device
ceases rotating, a sheet upon which selected char

certain of which represent lower case characters
to be reproduced, a reproducing element having
a plurality of character forming units distributed

over an area, a translating device having a ro

tatable cam for each lower case character to be

5

acters may be reproduced, means to cause said
activated character forming units to form a chara
acter on Said sheet, and means to release the
non-selected
cams and restore them to normal. 20
16. In a reproducing system, receiving means
to successively receive groups of code impulses

certain of which represent characters to be re

produced, a reproducing element having a plu

reproduced, means controlled by each group of
impulses representing a character to select a
cam corresponding to the character represented
by said group, said means permitting the selected
cam to continue rotating while preventing rota
tion of the non-selected cams, a rotatable se
lecting device having a plurality of different Sets
of activating elements, each arranged to acti
vate a different combination of said character
forming units, certain of said sets of activating
elements being assigned to lower case characters

rality of character forming units distributed 25 and others being assigned one to each corre
over an area, a translating device having a rotat
sponding upper case character, means to re
able can for each character to be reproduced,
lease said selecting device for rotation while
means controlled by each group of impulses rep
said non-selected cams are preverited from ro
resenting a character to select a cam correspond
tation, means operated by the selected cam to
ing to the character represented by . said group, 30 preselect the two sets of activating elements cor
said means permitting the selected cam to con
responding respectively to the lower case and
tinue rotating while preventing rotation of the
upper case characters represented by the re
non-Selected cams, a rotatable selecting device
ceived group of impulses, means to determine a
having a plurality of different Sets of activating
final selection between said upper case and lower

elements, each arranged to activate a different
combination of said character forming units,
means to release said selecting device for rota
tion while said non-selected cams are prevented
from rotation, means operated by the selected
cam to select the set of activating elements in
said rotating selecting device corresponding to
the character represented by the received group
of impulses, said selected set of activating ele
ments thereupon functioning to activate the cor
responding combination of said character form
ing units after which the selecting device ceases
rotating, a sheet upon which selected characters
may be reproduced, means to cause said activated

character forming units to form a character on
said sheet, said receiving means also receiving
groups of impulses corresponding to various
"functions' such as 'spacing,' 'line feed,' etc.,
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case sets of activating elements, said Selected
set of activating elements thereupon function
ing to activate the corresponding combination

of said character forming units after which the
selecting device ceases rotating, a sheet upon

which selected characters may be reproduced,

means to cause said activated character form

ing units to form a character on said sheet, Said
receiving means also receiving groups of in
pulses corresponding to various "functions' such
as 'spacing,' 'line feed,' etc., said translating

device also having function determining cams in

, addition to said character determining cans,
said function determining cams when Selected

operating the corresponding function mecha

nisms, and means to release the non-Selected

cams and restore them to normal.
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